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What has the ECA been doing since ICANN59?

• Very Little!

Reported two NomCom Board Member selections to the ICANN Corporate Secretary
ECA Composition Changes

• Changes in ECA Composition (forthcoming at end of ICANN60)

  • GAC will be sending a new representative
  
  • GNSO will be sending a new representative
  
  • No further changes expected
Upcoming ECA Activities

• Known Activities

  • Management of the Rejection Action Petitioning Process for the PTI and IANA FY19 Operating Plan and Budget
    • Expected start date is early February 2018

  • Management of the Rejection Action Petitioning Process for the ICANN FY19 Operating Plan and Budget
    • Expected start date is the beginning of June 2018
Empowered Community Administration Update

Questions?